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Bringing stories to life.

Strange Effects is a multi-platform animation and visual effects company 
based in Atlanta, Georgia. We deliver standout visual content in all areas of 
visual effects, but specialize in character creation. We believe that a great 
character is central to our main vision and passion in visual effects; creating 
visuals that aid in telling great stories.

Strange Effects

What we do
Digital Characters  Animation  Game Cinematics  Visual Effects
Compositing   3D Modeling  Digital Previsualization Motion Capture
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Logo

The Strange Effects logo embodies the dedication to digital 3D creations that the company 
possesses. The logo is an acronym of the company name, with Strange being abbreviated to S, 
and Effects being shortened to FX. The design is a digital 3D model that was created using the 
Agency FB typeface, and combined with the mask of a character model. The solid logo is then 
overlaid with a wireframe of the same mesh. The combination of the 3D model, its wireframe, 
and the FX abbreviation clearly show that Strange Effects is a visual effects company that is 
enthusiastic about character creation.
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Color Palette

#DD7B14 #0891BF #002F4A #232424 #000000

The color palette used by Strange Effects is a simple combination of complimentary shades of 
blue and orange, as well as black and a dark gray. These colors are reminiscent of many of the 
user interface design themes present in digital modeling software.
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Typography
Agency FB
Regular:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

The font used by Strange Effects is Agency FB. This geometric sans-serif font is very modern 
looking, and is again meant to evoke thoughts of digital modeling. This font is most often seen 
used in video games and science fiction settings.

Bold:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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